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Laser Defense Eyewear Market

The increased use of such eyewear in the

industrial sector is also driving the

market. 

OREGAON, PORTLAND, UNITED

STATES , May 26, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Allied Market

Research published a new report,

titled,“Laser Defense Eyewear Market

by Type (Wraparound Style, Goggle

Style, Over Spectacles Style) and by

End-Use (Civil, Military): Global

Opportunity Analysis and Industry

Forecast, 2023-2032" The laser defense

eyewear market is primarily designed

for tactical and combat military operations. These eyewear systems are made by combining

lenses and components that can withstand harsh circumstances. For both day and night military

activities, there are many laser defensive eyewear systems with adjustable lenses. Due to their

increasing use by paramilitary and homeland security groups, the demand for military protection

eyewear is expected to expand significantly during the forecast period. 
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Incorporation of LPE in helmets is one of the most important trends in the laser defense

eyewear industry for market growth. Superior methods, along with contemporary technologies

and inventive techniques, make protecting civilians and waging wars more effective. The military

operations of most countries are heavily reliant on modern weapons, making them critical

components of future and existing military operational strategies. Despite these advancements,

the success of a military campaign is still dependent on the defense and competence methods

of the armed forces.

One technology that is often help to reduce laser/aircraft illumination hazards is Laser Glare

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/laser-defense-eyewear-market-A13249
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-toc-and-sample/13618


Protection (LGP) eyewear, or “anti-laser glasses.” These have been developed specifically to

protect pilots against too-bright laser pointer illuminations. The growing problem of bright laser

glare cannot be taken lightly for pilots. The commercial, military, and civilian alike are in danger

of being distracted and temporarily blinded by high-powered, long-range lasers. Though the

dangers are most acute during take-off and landing, laser sightings have been reported at

elevations of over 10,000 feet. 

With the ever growing threat of laser interference, it is time for pilots to protect themselves and

utilize laser defense technology. Laser Strike Eyewear by Phillips Safety Products, Inc. has been

designed and produced with the specific goal of blocking and reducing laser beam wavelengths.

This eyewear was initially developed for the US military, it is now available for civilian pilots as

well, offering protection and visual clarity for safety on the job. For instance, Metamaterial

Technologies Inc (MTI) originally developed the holographic laser-reflecting technology for use in

windscreens. The goal was to protect pilots without the need for eyewear. 

However, windscreen modifications require a slow, multi-year process of obtaining governmental

and airline approval. In addition, the cost to modify windscreens is much higher than the cost of

one or two pairs of eyewear. So eyewear was a natural choice for the first commercially available

laser protection product from MTI.
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The market is expected to develop due to the launch of stylish and comfortable laser defensive

eyewear, as well as the night usage eyeglasses and comfortable laser eyewear. The increased

use of such eyewear in the industrial sector is also driving the market. With the possibility of

terrorist attacks and the use of lethal weapons on the rise, the global market for laser defensive

eyewear is expected to grow rapidly over the forecast period. The present-day laser safety

officers in the medical, military and research and development applications are opting for high-

performance liquid phase epitaxy (LPEs). Such requirements have fueled the market vendors to

improve stylish and comfortable eyewear, with the requisite laser protection specifications, that

the military personnel, industrial workers and other clients would wear to combat possibly

hazardous laser exposures. 
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Gentex, 

Honeywell, 

Perri-Quest, 

ESS, 

Laser Safety Industries, 

Metamaterial Technologies, 

NOIR Laser Shields, 

ST Laser strike.
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Wraparound Style

Goggle Style

Over Spectacles Style
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✦This study presents the analytical depiction of the laser defense eyewear market along with the

current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

✦The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along with

challenges of the laser defense eyewear market.

✦The current market is quantitatively analyzed to highlight the market growth scenario of laser

defense eyewear market.

✦The report provides a detailed laser defense eyewear market analysis based on competitive

intensity and how the competition will take shape in coming years.
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